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Background: Treatment as usual (TAU) for autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) includes eclectic
treatments usually available in the community and school inclusion with an individual support
teacher. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have never been used to study the effects of treatment
in ASDs. The Auto Contractive Map (Auto-CM) is a kind of ANN able to discover trends and
associations among variables creating a semantic connectivity map. The matrix of connections,
visualized through a minimum spanning tree filter, takes into account nonlinear associations
among variables and captures connection schemes among clusters. Our aim is to use Auto-CM
to recognize variables to discriminate between responders versus no responders at TAU.
Methods: A total of 56 preschoolers with ASDs were recruited at different sites in Italy. They
were evaluated at T0 and after 6 months of treatment (T1). The children were referred to community providers for usual treatments.
Results: At T1, the severity of autism measured through the Autism Diagnostic Observation
Schedule decreased in 62% of involved children (Response), whereas it was the same or worse
in 37% of the children (No Response). The application of the Semeion ANNs overcomes the
85% of global accuracy (Sine Net almost reaching 90%). Consequently, some of the tested
algorithms were able to find a good correlation between some variables and TAU outcome. The
semantic connectivity map obtained with the application of the Auto-CM system showed results
that clearly indicated that “Response” cases can be visually separated from the “No Response”
cases. It was possible to visualize a response area characterized by “Parents Involvement high”.
The resultant No Response area strongly connected with “Parents Involvement low”.
Conclusion: The ANN model used in this study seems to be a promising tool for the identification of the variables involved in the positive response to TAU in autism.
Keywords: autism spectrum disorders, treatment, intervention, artificial neural networks,
outcome
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Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) encompass a broad spectrum of heterogeneous
neurodevelopmental disorders characterized by social communication impairments
and restricted repetitive patterns of behavior.1
Recent studies have compared specific early manualized interventions versus
treatment as usual (TAU) that is usually available in the communities.2–8 These studies were randomized controlled trials (RCTs), which are considered as the “gold
standard” of the evidence-based research.9 Nevertheless, the debate on RCTs remains
much discussed.
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One of the biggest problems associated with RCT studies
is their distance from the real-world environment. The present
dilemma raises a question whether we should use randomized trials or observational studies to assess the outcome of
a particular disease such as autism. This question is really
fundamental since an observational study might constitute
the ideal medium for the application of artificial adaptive
systems (AASs).
The central strength of an RCT is that groups of patients
allocated to each treatment tend to be comparable. In addition, randomization leads to robust methods of hypothesis
testing that requires a few statistical assumptions. For these
reasons, RCT is often regarded as the “gold standard” of
therapeutic and diagnostic research.
However, in real life, patients are not randomly assigned
to receive manualized treatment given in a rigid, standardized
way, as is the case in most RCTs.
Since, traditionally, the drawback of observational studies is
the poor internal validity, in the recent years efforts have been
made to develop improved methods to evaluate therapeutic
effectiveness in the framework of observational studies.10–12
AASs can analyze real-world data very efficiently. The
internal validity of their assessment is provided by uniquely
severe validation protocols, seldom used in classical
statistics.13–15
In the last 20 years, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have
been used in the field of autism to investigate the mechanisms
of developmental regression,16 to identify peculiar features
in reach-and-throw movements,17 to predict the diagnosis,18
to study attention shift,19 and to discriminate children with
autism from children with mental retardation.20
We performed the present study to investigate whether
this revolutionary mathematical approach can increase
our knowledge on the connections among those variables
in subjects who respond positively to TAU and hence
identify the key variables to discriminate responders from
nonresponders.
To accomplish this, we applied ANNs and other machine
learning systems to assess their predictive capacity in distinguishing consistently the two outcomes of interest (Response
vs No Response) of TAU and to identify the variables
expressing the maximal amount of relevant information for
this distinction.
ANNs allow a method of forecasting with an understanding of the relationship among variables, and in particular
nonlinear relationships.11–22 ANNs function by initially
learning a known set of data from a given problem with a
known solution (training) and then the networks, inspired
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by the analytical processes of the human brain, are able to
reconstruct the imprecise rules, which may be underlying a
complex set of data (testing).
Moreover, we used the Auto Contractive Map (Auto-CM),
a special kind of ANN able to define the strength of the associations of each variable with all the others and to visually
show the map of the main connections of the variables and
the basic semantic of their ensemble.

Materials and methods
Population
In this work, we have explored in a new way some of the
data from our previous study on brief outcome of children
with autism under early treatment.23 For this exploration,
the sample consisted of 56 children (47 males, 9 females;
mean age: 36.01±0.79 months; age range: 18–60 months)
with a DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of autistic disorder (n=46) or
pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified
(n=10). A total of 51 children received an Autism Diagnostic
Observation Schedule (ADOS) classification of autism and
5 received an autism spectrum diagnosis. The mean nonverbal development quotient was 73.8±18.3 (range: 50–125),
and the mean general quotient was 59.1±11.8 (range: 34–85).
All the children were re-evaluated after 6 months and divided
in two groups: responders and nonresponders.

Measurements
The assessment protocol was composed by gold standard
measures: ADOS-Generic (the first author, AN, was certified
to administer ADOS in clinical and research setting at the
University of Michigan Autism Communication Centre; all
the clinicians involved in this study were trained to administer
ADOS in a clinical and research setting) and Griffiths Mental
Developmental Scales and Vineland Adaptive Behavior
Scales-II. We also used parent reports: MacArthur Communicative Development Inventories, Child Behavior Checklist
(CBCL) 1½–5, and Parenting Stress Index (PSI). A detailed
description of these assessment protocol was reported in our
original study).23

Procedure
The children were evaluated at T0 and after 6 months of treatment (T1). At T0, child clinical measures were well equable
across treatment sites.

Intervention
All the children received TAU. It includes eclectic treatments
usually available in the community and school inclusion
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with an individual support teacher. TAU included speech
therapy and/or psycho-educative therapy. Each child’s program comprises individual objectives but is mainly based
on therapist expertise rather than on manualized treatment
protocols or uniform training. Treatments can be placed
within a continuum ranging from highly structured behavioral
approaches to approaches that follow the interests of the child
in a naturalistic setting and are based on a developmental
curriculum in a relational-based context (a deep explanation
of TAU is also reported in our original paper).23

Outcome
The primary outcome was the ADOS calibrated severity
score (ADOS-CSS) in order to distinguish children who
positively respond to treatment (hereinafter Response) versus
nonresponders (hereinafter No Response). ADOS-CSS is a
measurement of the severity of the autism symptoms. The
ADOS-CSS scores had more uniform distributions across
developmental groups and were less influenced by participant
demographics than raw totals. This metric is useful in comparing assessments across time and identifying trajectories
of autism severity for clinical research.24

Mathematical methods
To evaluate the possibility to predict the treatment outcome
(Response vs No Response) using as input data all the
25 variables on study (Table 1) we have trained different
machine learning systems available on WEKA data mining
software (University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand)25–27
and on Semeion Research Centre depository, Rome, Italy, as
Table 1 Variables on study
Age
Sex
Griffiths locomotor
Griffiths personal
Griffiths speech
Griffiths eye
Griffiths performance
Griffiths general
CBCL-int
CBCL-ext
CBCL-tot
MacArthur Comprehension
MacArthur Expressive
MacArthur Gestures

PSI Total
PSI Child Domain
PSI Parent Domain
Vineland Communication
Vineland Daily Living
Vineland Socialization
Vineland Motor
Vineland Composite
Hours of Treatment
Parents Involvement
Treatment Centre Localization
Response (ADOS-CSS)
No Response (ADOS-CSS)

Notes: Griffiths locomotor is locomotor development; Griffiths personal is
personal–social development; Griffiths speech is hearing and speech; Griffiths eye is
hand and eye coordination; Griffiths general is general quotient.
Abbreviations: CBCL, Child Behavior Checklist; int, internalizing; ext, externalizing;
tot, total; PSI, Parenting Stress Index; ADOS-CSS, Autism Diagnostic Observation
Schedule-calibrated severity score.
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classification tools to predict the treatment outcome using the
Training and Testing validation protocol. This protocol has
been described in detail elsewhere.14,15
The learning machines algorithms developed at the
University of Waikato, New Zealand, available on the WEKA
data mining software are listed in Table 2,28–34 whereas two
ANNs (Self Momentum Back Propagation and Sine Net)35,36
were implemented in “Supervised ANNs Software”, developed at the Semeion Research Center (Buscema M; Supervised ANNs. Semeion software #12, version 16.0).
However, since noisy input attributes sometimes can hide
the small meaningful information embedded in other attributes, a pruning procedure was used as a preprocessing tool
to eliminate noisy variables before the outcome prediction
of the main test. In order to conduct that procedure, a special
and powerful recently published input selection algorithm
named Training With Input Selection and Testing (TWIST)
was applied37–44 and developed in a special research software
at the Semeion Research Center (Buscema M [2006–2012]
TWIST Input Search, Semeion software #39, version 3.2).

TWIST algorithm
As described in the work by Coppedè,21 the TWIST algorithm
is a complex algorithm that is able to search for the best
distribution of the global dataset divided in two optimally
balanced subsets containing a minimum number of input
features useful for optimal pattern recognition. TWIST is
an evolutionary algorithm based on a seminal paper about
genetic doping systems, already applied to medical data with
very promising results.11,22,26,38–44 TWIST selected 9 of the
original attributes (Table 3) and generated a global dataset of
25 attributes, and 2 optimal subsets for training and testing.
We then applied the K-Fold protocol to the global dataset to
verify whether the nine attributes selected by TWIST may
improve the performances of the learning machines already
applied to the original dataset. Moreover, as a second step,
we applied the same learning machines to the two subsets
generated directly by TWIST.
Table 2 Learning machines in the WEKA software package
Learning machine

Nick name

References

Logistic
J48
Multilayer perceptron
Naïve Bayes
Random forest
Rotation forest
Sequential minimal
optimization

Logistic
LogitBoost
MLP
NaivBayes
RandomForest
RotationForest
SMO

Hosmer, Lemeshow S28
Ross29
Collobert, Bengio30
George, Langley31
Livingston32
Rodriguez et al33
Keerthi, Gilbert34
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Table 3 Variables selected by the TWIST system
CBCL-int
CBCL-ext
CBCL-tot
PSI Child Domain
PSI Parent Domain
Vineland Communication
Vineland Motor
Vineland Composite
Parents Involvement
Abbreviations: TWIST, Training With Input Selection and Testing; CBCL, Child
Behavior Checklist; int, internalizing; ext, externalizing; tot, total; PSI, Parenting
Stress Index.

Semantic connectivity map
An existing mapping method45,46 was used to highlight
through a graph the most important links among variables,
using a mathematical approach called Auto-CM. Auto-CM
is a special kind of ANN able to find the consistent patterns and/or systematic relationships among variables.45,46
Auto-CM ANN was designed by Buscema M at the Semeion
Research Center, and developed in specific research softwares (AutoCM – Auto Contractive Map, Semeion software
#46, version 6.0; Modular Auto-Associative ANN, Semeion
software #51, version 18.1).
Auto-CM can also recognize in hard conditions, that is,
when the connections of the main diagonal of the second
connections matrix are removed. When the learning process
is organized in this way, Auto-CM seems to find specific
relationships between each variable and any other. Consequently, from an experimental point of view, it seems that
the ranking of its connections matrix is equal to the ranking
of the joint probability between each variable and the others.
For the Auto-CM analysis, the same 25 variables used for
predictive analysis were employed, except for sex and
treatment center localization. We transformed the 23 input
variables in 46 input variables constructing for each of the
variable, scaled from 0 to 1, its complement as explained in
a previous paper.47
In the complement transformation, by subtracting the
scaled value from 1, the system was allowed to project and
point out the fuzzy position of each variable according to its
low values. This is important because in nonlinear systems,
the position of high and low values of a given variable is not
necessarily symmetric.
In this way, the projection of the original variables tended
to show high values, whereas the complement transformation tended to show low values of the original variables.
In the map, we have named these two different forms as high
and low. This preprocessing scaling is necessary to make
possible a proportional comparison among all the variables
1590
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and to understand the existing links of each variable when
the values tend to be high or low.

Results
Response vs No Response
At T1, ADOS-CSS improved in 35 (62.5%) of the 56 children
(Response), whereas it was the same or worse in 21 (37.5%)
of the 56 children (No Response).
In Table 4, the independent t-test and Cohen’s d effect
size results of the comparison between Response and No
Response groups at T0 assessment are shown. There were
significant differences at CBCL (Internalizing Problems) and
at PSI (Total and Child Domains).

Prediction of the outcome with machine
learning algorithms
Tables 5 and 6 show the results in the two selected strategies of prediction (with and without variable selection,
respectively).
Using all the 25 variables in the dataset as input vectors,
the classification capabilities of all the algorithms are rather
low, except the Sine Net and Back Propagation (77.35% and
77.99% of global accuracy, respectively). The conclusion from
Table 5 could be that there is a moderate evidence of correlation between these variables and TAU outcome. However,
the application of the TWIST algorithm to eliminate noisy
variables before the main test of pattern recognition allowed
the selection of nine attributes (listed in Table 3). Most of the
learning machines improve their performances dramatically
(up to 80% and more of global accuracy), and both the Semeion
ANNs overcome 85% of global accuracy (Sine Net almost
reaching 90%) (Table 6). Consequently, some of the tested
algorithms found a good correlation between some variables
and TAU outcome, once the noisy attributes were removed
(see Supplementary materials for explanation of different
machine learning).

Semantic connectivity map
Figure 1 reports the semantic connectivity map. As
described by Coppedè,21 in order to better understand the
meaning of the connections, a numerical value is applied
to each edge of the graph. This value, deriving from the
original weight developed by Auto-CM during the training
phase scaled from 0 to 1, is proportional to the strength of
the connections between two variables. Moreover, by means
of Auto-CM, it is possible to obtain not only the direction of
the association as provided by standard statistical analyses
but also specifically the strength of this association (link
strength [LS]).
Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2015:11
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Table 4 Comparison at T0 among Response vs No Response groups
Demographic and clinical
characteristics
Age
Years
ADOS
Calibrated severity score
Griffiths
GQ
Locomotor development
Personal–social development
Hearing and speech
Hand and eye coordination
Performance test
Vineland-II
Composite
Communication
Daily Living
Socialization
Motor
MacArthur
Production
Comprehension
Gestures
CBCL
Internalizing problems
Externalizing problems
Total problems
PSI
Total
Child Domain
Parent Domain

Response (T0)

No response (T0)

Independent t-test

Effect size

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

t

df

P-value

Cohen’s d

2.90

0.84

3.17

0.66

0.29

54

NS

0.07

7.54

2.10

7.23

1.44

0.58

54

NS

0.15

59.08
83.09
49.65
33.91
60.62
73.42

11.05
16.5
19.13
18.63
13.62
17.03

59.33
117.28
56.19
36.57
62.14
74.42

13.41
20.2
15.19
13.31
17.35
20.85

0.07
2.27
1.33
0.57
0.36
0.19

54
54
54
54
54
54

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

0.01
0.61
0.36
0.15
0.09
0.05

68.58
63.22
72
63.37
82.37

13.23
13.41
14.65
13.27
16.97

62.05
52.90
66.95
64.14
76.57

9.35
15.99
11.78
8.08
10.02

1.98
2.59
1.33
0.24
1.42

54
54
54
54
54

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

0.53
0.70
0.36
0.06
0.38

52.45
130.6
27.8

75.56
97.99
12.06

58.71
137.14
28.7

92.39
101.55
16.11

0.27
0.23
0.25

54
54
54

NS
NS
NS

0.07
0.06
0.06

68.34
61.6
67.4

12.19
13.50
15.03

56.80
51.95
55.80

8.61
9.46
15.13

3.79
2.87
3.12

54
54
54

P0.001
NS
NS

1.03
0.78
0.84

304.71
146.82
157.6

67.76
30.23
41.70

244.23
119.80
125.66

38.35
20.01
21.93

3.73
3.63
3.24

54
54
54

P0.001
P0.001
NS

1.01
0.98
0.88

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; ADOS, Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; GQ, General Quotient; CBCL, Child Behavior Checklist; PSI, Parenting Stress
Index; NS, nothing significant.

It was possible to visualize a Response area characterized
by “Parents Involvement high” (LS=0.98) and “MacArthur
Expressive low” (LS=0.99).
This last condition was linked to: “Age low” (LS=0.99),
“Vineland Composite low” (LS=0.99), “MacArthur Comprehension low” (LS=0.99), and “Griffith Locomotor
low” (LS=1.00). Globally, all Griffiths scales, linked to

“Response”, showed low scores: Personal, Speech, Eye,
Performance, and General.
Otherwise, the resultant No Response area was highly
connected only with “Parents Involvement low” (LS=0.98).
This condition was directly linked to “PSI total low”
(LS=0.99), which was linked to low scores on CBCL
scales.

Table 5 Predictive results without variable selection

Table 6 Predictive results with variable selection

Machine learning
systems

Response

No
response

Global
accuracy

Errors

Machine learning
systems

Response

No
response

Global
accuracy

Errors

FF_Bp
FF_Sn
NaivBayes
RotationForest
SMO
RandomForest
J48
MLP
Logistic regression

74.17%
68.33%
70.00%
88.33%
76.67%
85.83%
75.83%
72.50%
70.00%

81.82%
86.36%
72.73%
51.82%
61.82%
38.64%
47.73%
46.82%
47.27%

77.99%
77.35%
71.36%
70.08%
69.24%
62.23%
61.78%
59.66%
58.64%

12
13
16
14
16
18
19
20
21

FF_Sn
FF_Bp
IBk
NaivBayes (WEKA)
SMO
NaivBayes
MLP
Logistic regression

93.18%
86.36%
88.57%
68.57%
77.14%
57.87%
80.00%
77.14%

85.29%
85.29%
80.95%
76.19%
66.67%
85.29%
57.14%
52.38%

89.24%
85.83%
84.76%
72.38%
71.90%
71.58%
68.57%
64.76%

8
11
8
16
15
18
16
18

Note: The results are the average of two testing experiments with training–testing
A–B and B–A sequences.
Abbreviations: FF_Bp, feed forward Back Propagation; FF_Sn, feed forward Sine
Net; MLP, multilayer perceptron; SMO, sequential minimal optimization.
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Note: The results are the average of two testing experiments with training–testing
A–B and B–A sequences.
Abbreviations: FF_Sn, feed forward Sine Net; FF_Bp, feed forward_Back
Propagation; IBk, instance-based learning algorithm; MLP, multilayer perceptron;
SMO, sequential minimal optimization.
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Figure 1 Semantic connectivity map obtained with Auto-Cm System.
Notes: The figures on the arches of the graph refer to the strength of the association between two adjacent nodes. The range of this value is from 0 to 1. Red arrow points to the no response group; green arrow points to the response
group.
Abbreviations: ADOS-CSS, Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Calibrated Severity Score; CBCL, Child Behavior Checklist; int, internalizing; ext, externalizing; tot, total; Griffiths (locomotor, Locomotor development; personal,
Personal–social development; speech, Hearing and speech; eye, Hand and eye coordination; general, General quotient); PSI, Parenting Stress Index; Vineland (Com, Communication; Daily Living, Daily Living Skills; Soc, Socialization).
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In general, “No Response” area was linked to low PSI scores:
both on Parent Domain and Child Domain, and high MacArthur
scores (Expressive, Comprehension, and Gestures).

Discussion
The present study represents the first attempt to use ANNs in
the arena of the research on ASD treatment. Our aim was to
see whether ANNs were able to discriminate children who
responded positively to TAU in terms of reduction of autism
severity, using a set of variables describing behavioral, developmental and adaptive level profiles, and parental distress.
Despite the observational nature of the study, thanks to
ANNs capacity, it was possible to build a predictive model of
outcome response, an objective which could not be reached
in our previous research work.23 In fact, through the TWIST
system, we established a consistent possibility to predict the
status of being a responder or a nonresponder on the basis of
nine variables (selected out of 25), which allowed to reach
up to 89% global accuracy to some of the used learning
machines. These selected variables contain specific information to discriminate between the two responder conditions.
It was unexpected that, among these predictors, cognitive
and language levels were not present. Most studies in fact
have indicated that children with lower IQ are less likely
to undergo positive gains.48,49 However, other studies have
clearly demonstrated that, even among children with equally
impaired cognition and language, individual response to the
same treatment often differ markedly.50 According to this latter finding, this study suggested that other factors not unique
to ASD, such as parent involvement and stress, may be better
predictors of treatment outcomes.
The semantic connectivity map obtained by means of the
Auto-CM system has identified parent involvement as the
main variable that influences the positive outcome of children
under treatment; on the other side, no parent involvement is
the main factor predicting negative outcomes. This finding,
although partially expected,50–57 underlines the importance of
involving parents who no longer have to be “left out” of the
treatment room. Interestingly, a recent comprehensive synthesis of existing meta-analyses of Early Intensive Behavioral
Intervention for young children with ASD published from
2009 to 2011 reported parent inclusion as a crucial factor for
enhancing treatment effectiveness.55
First, parents must be viewed as important participants in
the intervention, and therapist-delivered treatment programs
must be accompanied by parent-training methods.56 In fact, this
tenant has continued as part of the most recent approaches to
early intervention in autism.57 Second, this result is on the same
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wavelength with findings of a recent meta-analysis that support
the positive impact of psychosocial interventions delivered by
nonspecialist providers as well as the parents of children with
ASD.58 Finally, the positive effect of parent involvement during therapy makes it necessary in the future to assess parent–
child interaction as a possible outcome measure.59
In addition to the direct involvement of parents, semantic
connectivity map has identified other predictors of better
outcome in terms of reduction in the severity of autism
after TAU.
First, the young age in which the child begins treatment is
consistent with the finding that confirms others research works
that have underlined the importance of young age at the start
of the treatment as a factor to promote benefits in the social
communication domain.60–65 According to these authors, it is
largely hypothesized that the better outcome might be due to
the higher brain plasticity at this early age.66
Second, young children are more likely to undergo positive gains if, at the beginning, they have low language and
cognitive performances. Rogers67 has already suggested,
some years ago, that the evidence of direct links between
pretreatment language abilities and treatment outcomes is
contradictory. For example, Fenske60 mentioned that the
presence of language abilities not always predict positive
outcomes in young treated children. The reason for this
counterintuitive finding needs more investigations. It could
be hypothesized that at this young age, a later development
of language means that it is less interfered by the autistic
process. It is possible that if language already has autistic
features, other gains in the social/pragmatic language become
more difficult. These children could be most resistant to
change than children having low language performances
when they started the treatment. On the contrary, if language
develops during a sustained social-communicative program,
it has more chances to have typical features and it could have
cascading effects on global development.
Semantic connectivity map shows that cognitive functioning cannot be considered a critical factor affecting outcomes
in young children with ASD. 68 Although some studies
showed that having higher IQ at intake is predictive of a better social performances after treatment,65 other studies found
no relation between pretreatment IQ and outcomes.62,69 Thus,
the role of the initial IQ as a predictor of outcome needs to
be more investigated in future studies.
Third, the total number of hours of treatment was not
predictive of better outcome. The intensiveness of treatment
is a longstanding conflicting discussion point in the arena
of autism treatment. Although some studies have described
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best outcome when maximum hours per week of treatment
is provided,70 other studies, which specifically examined
outcome effects of hours per week of treatment, have found
no differences in benefits obtained.71 In any case, this study
suggests that the concept of intensiveness should be reformulated taking into account which type of support children
have outside specific hours of treatment. For example, parent
involvement means that some part of treatment is provided
by parents during everyday life, thereby increasing the hours
of treatment.
Again the stronger variables influencing no response to
treatment, in addition to low parental involvement during the
treatment, are the low stress levels of parents and the low
behavioral problems of the child.
Usually, a child with a diagnosis of autism could be a
source of stress for the family72 and the parental stress could
reach higher levels when the child begins the treatment.24
On the contrary, the low level of parental stress could be
linked to a low awareness of the severity of diagnosis of their
children, so that these parents could be less active in being
involved, seeking, and planning the treatment solutions for
their children. The low stress could also be linked to the low
level of child’s behavioral problems that often represent one
of the most significant sources of stress for the families.73–75
It is worth noting that a recent study76 has reported that
behavioral problems that are not core symptoms of ASD
were associated with an high parental stress.
The low behavioral problems could indicate that a certain
type of children are less sensitive to TAU: first of all, this
behavioral pattern seems to describe the aloof type of autism
spectrum, according to Wing,77 that is, subjects with a total
disengagement from social interaction and a failure to engage
in interpersonal reciprocity; second, these patients seem to
be free of regulation disorder and/or anxious or opposite
comorbidity frequently reported in ASD.78,79 Our hypothesis
is that the absence of these comorbid features could mean a
more rigid and less treatable autism. These children could be
most resistant to change than children having dysregulatory
comorbid pattern or simply they are less sensitive to TAU
and need a different type of treatment.

Strengths and limitations
The observational approach combined with the use of ANNs
represents the main point of strength of this study. Cases
spontaneously arrived at clinics represent a real autistic
population of preschoolers, which received treatments by
their communities. This is a big advantage with respect to
translational need of current clinical research. In this scenario,
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although the lack of an RCT trial could be considered a
weakness from a methodological point of view, the use of
ANNs allowed us to overcome the main problem of observational design approach (ie, the low internal validity).
Special protocols of external validation methods, including cross-validation, and the dataset splitting into training and
testing samples are able to increase the internal validity of
clinical studies such as ours. Originally developed for neural
network approaches, these validation protocols are now frequently applied to these traditional analyses. In this way, the
use of ANNs is a powerful booster for the more widespread
use of observational design in clinical research.
Moreover, ANN could be considered a more “naturalistic”
approach than RCT in the field of autism research. In fact,
in real life, patients are not randomly assigned to receive
manualized treatment given in a standardized way, as is the
case in most RCTs.
Patients with autism in the real world have comorbid conditions (ie, epilepsy; severe mental retardation) that normally
would preclude them from entering an RCT, or they tend to
be less compliant to the treatment and less subject to artificial
expectations of recovery, arising from enthusiastic feedback
from highly motivated investigators (Hawthorn effect).
An RCT tries to maintain a specific variable (the type
of intervention) under control, thanks to randomization,
presuming that all independent variables will be automatically balanced between treatment groups, and, therefore,
the eventual differences on the outcome might be attributed
to the treatment type. Unfortunately, the balance of independent variables at the group level may not be the same at
the single individual level nor it allows for the discovery of
an eventual complex interaction between independent and
dependent variables.
Since translational research has to do with real life, one
would be more interesting in “effectiveness” rather than
“efficacy”.
Effectiveness tends to answer to the question that
whether the intervention works in the real world. Although
effectiveness is much more difficult to assess than efficacy,
it is now recognized as being the most important factor in
deciding whether a particular agent is worth the resources
that it consumes.
Since traditionally the drawback of observational studies is
the poor internal validity, in the recent years efforts have been
made to develop improved methods to evaluate therapeutic
effectiveness in the framework of observational studies.
AASs can analyze real-world data very efficiently and
it is very important for the autism community. The internal
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validity of their assessment is provided by uniquely severe
validation protocols, seldom used in classical statistics.
The main limitation of this study is the relatively small
sample size. The clinical applicability of ANNs should be
tested in large, multicenter, prospective clinical trials on
treatment effectiveness.
Moreover, although this study found some interesting
predicting factors, it has not included many other potential
predicting factors (eg, the features of the parents and the family,
some biomarkers of the disease). To include all these, possible
variables will be very important for a good prediction model.
Hence, the current study is preliminary, as a methodological
exploration on the path to accurate prediction.
In conclusion, the ANN model used in this study appears
to be a promising tool for the identification of the variables
involved in the positive or negative response to TAU in
autism. The identification of these variables represents a core
step to respond to the key question “what works for whom”
and thus to pave the way for treatment personalization.
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Supplementary materials
The comparison algorithms

Optimization algorithms: sequential minimal
optimization and support vector machine

In this section, we have briefly described the classic learning
machines we compared. We have implemented the following learning machines using the WEKA software package
(Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis, version
3.6.8, 1999–2012, an open source software tool developed for machine learning at the University of Waikato in
New Zealand) and Semeion Software Suites (Rome, Italy;
Buscema M, Supervised ANNs and Organisms, Semeion
Software #12, version 23.0, 1999–2014).

A support vector machine is a binary classifier that recognizes
the hyperplane separating two different classes by maximizing the distance between the closest training examples.
Given a set of dual training

{( x , y ) | x
i

P ( Ei | A) =

n

max ∑α i −
α

P ( A | Ei ) P ( Ei )
n

∑ P( A | E ) P( E )
j

(1)

j

j =1

The classifiers based on Bayesian networks (Bayes
Net) represent the variables described by the formula in the
equation1 without special restrictions, whereas the naïve
Bayesian networks (Naïve Bayes) are based on Bayes’
formula with the assumption of stochastic independence
between the variables. This drastic restriction of the domain
of validity of the theorem makes this a high-performance
classifier applicable to many practical problems.3–5
The Naïve Bayes classifier used in this paper is according
to the WEKA implementation.

Regression algorithms: logistic regression
and multilayer perceptron
The logistic regression is a particular case of generalized
linear regression applied in cases where the dependent variable “y” and its type are dichotomous.6,7
The model is described by the function
 p 
ln 
= β 0 + β1 x1 + … + β k xk
 1 − p 

(2)

with xi independent variables and p is the probability that
event y will occur.
As a generalization of the logistic regression model with
a feed forward flow and totally interconnected, we have the
multilayer preceptor model.8
The regression classifier and the multilayer perceptron classifier used in this paper follow the WEKA implementation.
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i

∈ ℜ p , yi ∈ {−1, 1}}

n

i =1

(3)

we seek a solution for the equation

Bayesian algorithms
The Bayesian algorithms are, obviously, based on Bayes’
theorem, which states that given a set of events that partition
an event space, any event dependent on event space enriches
the knowledge of initial events by the equation:1,2

j

i =1

1 n n
∑ ∑ y y K ( xi , x j ) α iα j
2 i =1 j =1 i j

(4)

in which
0 ≤ α i ≤ C ; i = 1;

n

∑ yα
i =1

i

i

=0

(5)

and where C = constant, K (xi, xj) is the kernel function, and
ai represents Lagrange multipliers.
The sequential minimal optimization are iterative algorithms
used to solve the optimization problem described for the support
vector machine by decomposing it into a series of sub-problems,
most small enough so that they can be solved analytically.9–12
The sequential minimal optimization classifier used in
this paper is according to the WEKA implementation.

Tree algorithms
Tree algorithms, or decision-making trees, rely on building
a tree from the element’s attributes (nodes) and the possible
values that they can take (strings) until one arrives at the
leaves representing the class of the instance. The path from
the root node to a leaf node through the arch value determines the path that a particular instance must take to reach
the membership class. The constructed tree attained from
training datasets uses equations that determine the number
of strings needed to be generated from a single node. Such
decision trees can be used as binders.

J48
The J48 and the WEKA implementation of the C 4.5
algorithm was used to generate a decision tree of the kind
developed by Ross Quinlan as an extension of the Iterative
Dichotomiser 3 algorithm.13 A decision tree constructed in
this way builds from the training data using the concept of
entropy of a discrete random variable X = {x1,…, xn}
H ( X ) = ∑ p( xi ) log p( xi )

(6)

where p(xi) is the probability of the ith event.
Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2015:11
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Random trees, random forest
Random decision trees were introduced by Leo Breiman and
Adele Cutler to treat both the problems of classification and
regression. These are defined as a collection of decision trees
called a forest.14 The random tree classifier takes in input feature vectors, the ranking for each tree in the forest, and assigns
the class that had the largest number of recurrences.
J48 and random forest classifiers used in this paper are
according to the WEKA implementation.

Rotation forest
Rotation forest15 draws upon the random forest idea. The base
classifiers are also independently built decision trees, but in
rotation forest, each tree is trained on the whole dataset in a
rotated feature space. As the tree learning algorithm builds
the classification regions using hyperplanes parallel to the
feature axes, a small rotation of the axes, using principal
component analysis, may lead to a very different tree.

Enhanced Back Propagation
Enhanced Back Propagation is an enhanced version of classic
Back Propagation algorithm. The momentum is transformed
in self-momentum in order to adapt the learning process to
the local error condition of each network’s node.16

Sine Net
Sine Net is characterized by the presence of a specific double
nonlinear relationship on the connections between nodes.
This characteristic has deep evident consequences on the
properties of this network both on the computed function and
behavior of this network during the learning phase.17–19

Instance-based learning algorithms
Instance-based learning algorithm is a sort of K-nearest
neighbors classifier. It can select appropriate value of K based
on cross-validation. It can also do distance weighting. The
algorithm can work on numeric class, binary class, date
class, nominal class, missing class values, and on the following types of attributes: date attributes, unary attributes,
numeric attributes, nominal attributes, missing values, binary
attributes, and empty nominal attributes.20

Treatment as usual for autism and artificial neural networks
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